Abstract-Based on the local support vector algorithm of chaotic time series analysis, the Hannan-Quinn information criterion and SAX symbolization are introduced. Then a novel prediction algorithm is proposed, which is successfully applied to the prediction of wireless network traffic. For the correct prediction problems of short-term flow with smaller data set size, the weakness of the algorithms during model construction is analyzed by study and comparison to LDK prediction algorithm. It is verified the Hannan-Quinn information principle can be used to calculate the number of neighbor points to replace pervious empirical method, which uses the number of neighbor points to acquire more accurate prediction model. Finally, actual flow data is applied to confirm the accuracy rate of the proposed algorithm LSDHQ. It is testified by our experiments that it also has higher performance in adaptability than that of LSDHQ algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The wireless network has been widely used attributing to its flexible and convenience as a new network access technology. Meanwhile, more and more complicated practice requirements make the network management much more difficult. Therefore, how to effectively utilize the resources in networks and to protect network security has become the hot spot in research currently. Growing network traffic prediction techniques have become the key technology to process those problems mentioned above. Since the wireless network is more complicated and unstable than the wired network, the traditional preditcting models are not fit for wireless local network. Those methods can not display the characteristics of the wireless network, leading to poor accuracy and worse efficiency in the network management. Recently, there have been many experts who give many research and contributions in the field of flow analysis. But most of their research is directed at wired network and a small amount of research is confronting the wireless network flow. Because wireless network flow data has obvious suddenness and instability, the prediction method which is adaptive to wired network flow can not be applied to wireless network flow [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, it is very important to separately carry out research on the features of wireless network flow and to seek for appropriate prediction methods, according to the features of wireless network flow.
Network flow analysis model is the basis of network flow analysis and prediction. But more effective flow analysis and prediction can better satisfy the network design, quality of service (QOS), network management, network performance analysis, etc. Leland, etc, discovers various kinds of network service commonly has the feature of self similarity [4] [5] , by analysis on local area network. They include the Fractional Brownian Motion raised by Norros [6] , multi-fractional wavelet model raised by Riedi [7] , etc. With continuous development of network traffic and diversification of network access mode, Floyd S, etc, point that traditionally random statistical model are not adaptive for current network flow modeling and prediction [8] . Therefore, the flow prediction method and model research have become the concerning focus for research staff. Then different kinds of theories and methods have been constantly introduced to network flow analysis modeling and prediction.
Single flow model of complex wireless network flow can not perfectly depict its genuine features. In order to describe flow features more accurately and comprehensively to predict the flow, the features of network traffic flow are needed to establish the mixed flow prediction model. Reference [9] makes use of chaotic theory to perform mapping wireless network flow data in higher dimensional space and it also makes use of gray theory and support vector to carry out combining forecasting, which acquires perfect prediction effect. Bao RongChang, etc, come up with QM-ANFIS/NGARCH algorithm [10] whose Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) component is used to solve uncertain factors in the network. The NGARCH component has nonlinear prediction capability while quantum (QM) algorithm determines the weight of NGARCH. It can perform prediction through algorithm assembling. Li Guo-Hua [11] , etc, apply integration between wavelet analysis theory and chaotic theory to predict network data flow of wireless sensor and they have acquired perfect prediction effects. [12] Applies local support vector to implement wireless network flow prediction and the experiments certify the effectiveness of local support vector on network flow prediction. However, the number of neighbor points of this algorithm is selected according to empirical method and DTW time complexity is higher than that of Euclidean distance.
From the view of prediction mode, the network traffic predicting is generally divided into single-step prediction and multi-step prediction. Single-step prediction means one value of the next time is predicted once; Multi-step prediction means several value of the next time can be predicted once. To acquire better prediction effects, we adopt the method of single-step iteration to make multistep prediction. Because direct multi-step prediction has relative difficulty in establishing models and the prediction accuracy is not very high. From the view of prediction time, the network traffic predicting can be divided into long-term prediction and short-term prediction. Long-term prediction focuses on the accuracy of the trend. It offers analysis and models according to the historical data in a rather long time, to predict the traffic variation in future time. Short-term prediction takes the historical data in a short time as training data, to predict a short-term traffic in the future. So it pays more attention to real-time and accuracy.
The main research subject of this paper is the shortterm prediction algorithms in wireless network flow with small data set. First, we have summarized the feature of wireless network such as data feature, study methods, modeling and application fields, etc. Second, the classical prediction algorithm LDK, which is the combination of chaotic time series analysis and support vector is introduced and discussed. By theoretical and practical study, its advantage and defects are analyzed in detail. At last, we proposed a novel prediction algorithms based on the improvement of LDK. It introduces Hannan-Quinn information rules to calculate the amount of neighbour points, which replaces the calculation by experience. Simultaneously SAX (Symbolic Aggregate Approximation) method is adopted to operate the time series. So the accuracy of algorithm is increased with little expense on time complexity. Through simulations it is proved that the improved algorithm has higher accuracy and adaptability when compared with traditional methods.
II. IMPROVED ALGORITHM BASED ON CHAOTIC MODEL

A. Analysis on Periodicity of Time Series
Assume the series of some traffic is
. We can not judge if there exists some kind of period just by the shape of the traffic series. So the number of days b in a test period should be determined first, which will be decided in the day of
individually. These n data are grouped by the interval of b days and get b group of different datas. The squares of deviations among every group of data is
The sum of squares of deviations in group is 12   .
Define the relative membership function for non-strict period days is: 
T is prediction step. The local linear forecasting method use the neighbour points to estimate the value of parameter n a and n b . So they can be calculated by the minimum formula as:
Wireless network traffic data presents stronger suddenness and instability with chaotic multifractional features. The prediction accuracy of some traditional methods and one-way intelligence algorithm cannot adapt to the prediction of wireless network traffic. Zhang Jiashu [13] , etc, proposes that support vector regression model can be applied to replace local linear model. He uses neighbor points to train this regression model of local support vector and puts forward the local support vector prediction. On the basis of local support vector prediction, reference [14] applies DTW algorithm to replace Euclidean Distance measuring neighbor points and puts forward a new prediction algorithm LDK of local support vector prediction. The improved algorithm is applied to perform wireless network traffic prediction and the experiment proves that local support vector adapts to wireless network traffic prediction [15] [16] . LDK algorithm is shown as the followings:
Suppose that there are time series Step 2: Using CAO algorithm to calculate number m of the embedded dimensions;
Step 3: According to formula 5 reconstruct space {} i X with delay coordinates method;
Step 4: Calculate similarity of each phase point with i X , in reconstructed phase space, as is shown in formula 6 ( , ) ( , ), 1, 2,..., 1
Step 5: Set threshold P , PR   and ' kk  . According to formula () i X x i m  , the target value of the most neighboring point is achieved. If the maximized and minimized target value is larger than the rest of value P , this phase point is deleted from the most neighboring phase point set 1 kk ;
Step 6: Repeat step 5 with the same value of P until 1 ' 2 kk  ;
Step 7: Using the cropped set of neighbour points to construct prediction model and the target value of () x i m  corresponding to i X ; Step 8: Adjust the parameters of SVM and get the prediction value 11 () in Xx  By means of learning and analyzing above algorithms, we discover that neighbor point numbers are selected through manual experience. At the same time, the complexity of DTW algorithm is higher than Euclidean Distance time, which belongs to 2 () On . But local prediction performance of chaotic time series is directly correlated to neighbor point selection and neighbor point selection not only influences prediction accuracy of local models but it also influences the whole amount of calculated model. In order to acquire more prediction accuracy and algorithm efficiency, we can make use of the number of neighbor point of HQ information to replace that of the experience selecting neighbor point numbers in LDK. DTW is the peculiar feature of similarity measurement of time series for distance measurement. It neglects overall and local movement on timeline between vectors to make vector similarity measurement to become more reasonable. LIU Yi, etc, [17] [18] reduce its time complexity under the condition without reducing the judgment accuracy of DTW algorithm, by symbolizing SAX method from
. n refers to original input scale of the problem, N refers to problem scale and Nn  after symbolization. Thus we can apply SAX-DTW method to replace DTW to acquire better time advantage when keeping its prediction accuracy.
C. LSDHQ Algorithm
The algorithm is improved on the basis of LDK. On one hand, we use HQ information principle to calculate neighbor points and to replace the number of neighbor points of experience selection in LDK. This can effectively prevent poor training due to less neighbor points selection and more selection resulting in overfitting. Meanwhile, HQ information principle is applied to calculate the number of neighbor points, which can improve prediction efficiency of the algorithm. In above study we have mentioned various kinds of information principles. However, the reason why HQ information principle is selected is in contrast to AIC information principle. The orders determined by Hannan-Quinn is the tolerance estimation of the real orders and the order number is lower than that which is acquired by AIC principle. Compared to BIC information principle, Hannan-Quinn information principle has a regulated weight which can better estimate the orders. On the other hand, before using DTW measuring neighbor points, we have introduced SAX method to symbolize the time series at first so that we can reduce the time complexity of our algorithm without reducing prediction accuracy of algorithm.
Step 1: Time series is pretreated . The missing values and abnormal values are applied to perform stabilization with interpolation algorithm;
Step 2: Mutual information quantity algorithm is used to calculate delay time  ;
Step 3: CAO algorithm is applied to calculate embedded dimension m ; Step 4: Information quantity is used to calculate the number of neighbor points k ;
Step 5: Delay-coordinator method is used according to formula 5 to reconstruct the phase-space .
Step 6: SAX symbolization method is applied to symbolize time series and to calculate similarity measurement   .. S between each phase point and i X in reconstructing phase space, according to formula 6.
Then, based on ascending these points, the previous k points most neighboring point is achieved. If the maximized and minimized target value is larger than the rest of value P , this phase point is rejected from the most neighboring phase point set with setting 1 kk .
Step 8: Repeat step 7 with the same value of P until ' kk  ; Step 9: Using the most neighboring point set after trimming to construct prediction model. T . Then the above steps will be repeated to predict the next step value. Figure 1 shows the process figure of single-step prediction LSDHQ.
III. SIMULATIONS
A. Prediction of LDHQ
LDHQ algorithm which has been added to information principle is in contrast with single-step prediction effect. We selected wireless network traffic data in November 1 to 2, 2003. 287 points on November 1 will be taken as training data and the previous 30 points in November 2 will be taken as validation set. At first, for original time series, HQ information principle is used to calculate the number of neighboring point k and the delay time  is calculated by means of mutual information quantity algorithm. Then, CAO algorithm is applied to calculate the embedded dimension m . Next, the calculated  and m will be used to reconstruct phase space. Then, SAX method is adopted to perform symbolization towards data after reconstruction of the phase space. The sequence after symbolization is input in DTW algorithm to solve neighboring point set. Finally, the selected neighboring point sets will be taken as training input of LS-SVM model to get the prediction result. Figure 2 describes the result figure which uses HQ information principle to seek neighboring point numbers of local support vector prediction.
In figure 2 , the horizontal axis refers to value k and the longitudinal axis is () Ck . According to information principle definition. When () Ck gets the minimum value, k is the neighboring point we hope to find out. It is clear that neighbour point is 6. With LDK algorithm, we can carry out prediction on selected neighboring point numbers from 6 to 10 with laws of experience. When the number of neighbour point is 8 from statistical result, the prediction effect of LDK algorithm is the best. The prediction result statistic of LDK and LDHQ is shown in table 1 and the prediction curve is shown as figure 3 . MFE denotes the mean forecasting error.
Through analysis on above results, there are 19 points of LDK algorithm on forecasting error smaller than 5% and there are 20 points of LDHQ algorithm. For accurate forecasting error, LDHQ algorithm is smaller than LDK algorithm. Therefore, the prediction algorithm with information principle adding can directly get better prediction effect. LDK algorithm needs to use experiential laws more times to verify value of neighbour points, so as to find out better prediction effect. Meanwhile, it is clear that the method with information principle is a bit more effective than LDK algorithm on prediction accuracy. 
B. Analysis and Improvement
Three days' data length provided by macro periodicity analysis based on traffic data is taken as training referential value. We select previous 861 points as training data and the points from 862 to 891 are taken as validation set. Delay time  solved by mutual information quantity is 8. The embedded dimension solved by CAO method is 14. The empirical method and HQ information principle are individually applied to solve neighboring points of local support vector prediction. The calculation result of HQ information principle is shown as figure 4 . By means of repeated selection, when the number of neighboring points is 8, the effect of LDK is the best and the number of neighboring point HQ principle calculation is 11. Table 2 shows the prediction results of these three algorithms and figure 5 refers to prediction curve graph.
By analysis on these results, the prediction accuracy of LDHQ and LSDHQ is higher than LDK. Compared to LSDHQ, the accurate forecasting error of these two algorithms is in the same scope but the time complexity of LSDHQ is lower than that of LDHQ. Thus, the improvement of LDHQ algorithm adding SAX is effective and significant. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Since the wireless network has more complicated and more unstable factors than the wired network, traditional forecasting models are not fit for wireless local network. Those methods can not display the characteristics of the wireless network, and they lead to the poor accurate and result in the worse efficiency of the network management. Through wide study and research on the short-term predicting algorithm of networks' traffic based on chaos theory and Support Vector Machine. We propose a novel short-term wireless network traffic forecasting algorithm LSDHQ, which has better forecasted preciseness and stronger adaptability.
